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a b s t r a c t
Some theories of auditory categorization suggest that auditory dimensions that are strongly diagnostic for particular categories - for instance voice onset time or fundamental frequency in the case of some spoken consonants
- attract attention. However, prior cognitive neuroscience research on auditory selective attention has largely
focused on attention to simple auditory objects or streams, and so little is known about the neural mechanisms
that underpin dimension-selective attention, or how the relative salience of variations along these dimensions
might modulate neural signatures of attention. Here we investigate whether dimensional salience and dimensionselective attention modulate the cortical tracking of acoustic dimensions. In two experiments, participants listened
to tone sequences varying in pitch and spectral peak frequency; these two dimensions changed at diﬀerent rates.
Inter-trial phase coherence (ITPC) and amplitude of the EEG signal at the frequencies tagged to pitch and spectral
changes provided a measure of cortical tracking of these dimensions. In Experiment 1, tone sequences varied in
the size of the pitch intervals, while the size of spectral peak intervals remained constant. Cortical tracking of
pitch changes was greater for sequences with larger compared to smaller pitch intervals, with no diﬀerence in
cortical tracking of spectral peak changes. In Experiment 2, participants selectively attended to either pitch or
spectral peak. Cortical tracking was stronger in response to the attended compared to unattended dimension for
both pitch and spectral peak. These ﬁndings suggest that attention can enhance the cortical tracking of speciﬁc
acoustic dimensions rather than simply enhancing tracking of the auditory object as a whole.

1. Introduction
Auditory categorization requires the mapping of continuous acoustic
dimensions onto discrete categories. A central issue in theoretical accounts of auditory categorization is how listeners dynamically integrate
and weight information from diﬀerent acoustic dimensions. Much of the
previous work on auditory categorization has focused on speech perception (Francis et al., 2000; Francis and Nusbaum, 2002; Gordon et al.,
1993; Heald and Nusbaum, 2014; Idemaru et al., 2012; Idemaru and
Holt, 2011; Jasmin et al., 2019; Jasmin et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2018;
Kong and Edwards, 2016). Prior work in this domain has shown that
listeners weight acoustic dimensions according to the reliability with
which each dimension distinguishes between categories (Holt et al.,
2018; Toscano and McMurray, 2010). When the reliability of an acoustic dimension changes due to noise (Winn et al., 2013) or short-term
changes in cue distribution (Idemaru and Holt, 2011, 2014), listeners dynamically reweight acoustic dimensions accordingly. Listeners
show stable individual diﬀerences in dimensional weighting strategies
(Idemaru et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2018; Kong and Edwards, 2016), which
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may reﬂect diﬀerences in auditory perceptual ability (Jasmin et al.,
2019, 2020) and prior language experience (Jasmin et al., 2021). Despite the central role of dimensional weighting in speech perception,
and auditory category learning more generally (Holt and Lotto, 2006),
surprisingly little is known about the neural mechanisms underlying this
process.
One process that may contribute to the ﬂexibility of dimensional
weighting strategies across diﬀerent contexts as well as the variability
between individuals is dimension-selective attention. According to some
theoretical accounts of speech perception, for example, listeners dynamically allocate attentional resources towards dimensions that are informative, and away from those that are less informative (Francis et al.,
2000; Francis and Nusbaum, 2002; Gordon et al., 1993; Heald and
Nusbaum, 2014; Holt et al., 2018). Thus, dimension-selective attention
has been suggested to play a potential role in dimensional weighting
in speech perception. Long-term prior experience with speech and language may change the salience of diﬀerent acoustic dimensions, potentially accounting for the diﬀerences in dimensional weighting strategies across speakers of diﬀerent languages (Jasmin et al., 2021). Al-
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though there is little direct evidence for the involvement of attention
in auditory category learning, eye-tracking studies have provided extensive evidence that the salience of dimensions changes during visual
category learning, with increased salience for dimensions that distinguish between categories (Blair et al., 2009, 2009; Carvalho and Goldstone, 2017; Chen et al., 2013; Kim and Rehder, 2011; Rehder and Hoﬀman, 2005a, 2005b; Zaki and Salmi, 2019). Thus, there is robust evidence that dimension-selective attention plays a crucial role in visual
category learning. However, despite the central role that dimensionselective attention plays in many theories of speech perception, there
is little direct evidence that auditory dimension-selective attention exists, let alone what neural mechanisms might subserve it.
How might auditory dimension-selective attention be carried out
in the brain? One possibility is that neural activity tracks variations
in diﬀerent acoustic dimensions, with attention enhancing representations of attended dimensions and potentially suppressing representations of unattended dimensions. Attention-driven enhancement of cortical tracking has been demonstrated in studies of object-based auditory selective attention. For instance, prior work has shown that neural activity synchronizes with low-frequency ﬂuctuations in the amplitude (Ding et al., 2016; Horton et al., 2013; Luo and Poeppel, 2007;
Obleser and Kayser, 2019; Zoefel et al., 2018) and pitch contour
(Teoh et al., 2019) of continuous speech. Attention has been shown
to enhance this cortical tracking for attended versus ignored speech
streams (Ding et al., 2016; Kerlin et al., 2010; Reetzke et al., 2021;
Zion Golumbic et al., 2013). Moreover, studies using non-verbal stimuli
have shown that attention strengthens cortical tracking to target relative to distractor tone sequences (Elhilali et al., 2005; Laﬀere et al.,
2020; Laﬀere et al., 2021). Overall, these studies suggest that attention
can modulate the extent to which the auditory system tracks variations
in diﬀerent sound streams. Here we suggest that a similar mechanism
could underlie attention to acoustic dimensions within a single sound
stream.
There is some initial evidence that attention may modulate the
cortical tracking of diﬀerent acoustic dimensions. For example, CostaFaidella et al. (2017) had participants listen to single auditory streams
that varied in duration and intensity at diﬀerent rates; they either responded as to whether ﬁve consecutive tones were long or short (duration task) or silently counted the number of loud tones (intensity task).
Cortical tracking was stronger for the attended compared to the ignored
dimension. However, the dimension to which attention was directed was
not independent from a diﬀerence in task across conditions, and so the
condition eﬀect on neural tracking could have partially reﬂected task
demands. Moreover, in the absence of a passive listening condition, it is
not possible to discern whether this ﬁnding reﬂects neural enhancement
of the attended dimension, or suppression of the unattended dimension.
Therefore, it is still unclear whether the listeners are increasing the gain
on the attended dimension or actively inhibiting task-irrelevant information in unattended dimension. Disentangling the eﬀects of enhancement
versus suppression will provide crucial insight into the mechanisms underpinning auditory dimension-selective attention.
In addition to being modulated by top-down attention, cortical tracking of acoustic dimensions may also be enhanced by bottom-up attentional salience. Multiple acoustic dimensions contribute to the perceptual salience of natural sounds (Huang and Elhilali, 2017; Zhao et al.,
2019). Salient changes in one or more of these acoustic dimensions
can modulate physiological measures of attentional orienting such as
skin conductance response (Siddle et al., 1984) and pupil dilation response (Bala and Takahashi, 2000; Liao et al., 2016; Marois et al., 2018;
Wetzel et al., 2016; but see Zhao et al., 2019), with the magnitude of the
response varying in proportion to the size of the change (Marois et al.,
2018; Wetzel et al., 2016). Prior EEG work has also shown that both
the mismatch negativity (MMN) and P3 responses, associated with detection of acoustic change and orientation of attention respectively, are
sensitive to the magnitude of the change along multiple acoustic dimensions (Berti et al., 2004; Escera et al., 1998; Rinne et al., 2006;

Schröger, 1996). Salient acoustic changes can also inﬂuence the degree
of cortical tracking of acoustic streams, with reduced tracking of attended streams following salient background sounds (Huang and Elhilali, 2020) and increased tracking of acoustic melodies following deviations in pitch, timbre and intensity (Kaya et al., 2020). These studies
suggest that salient changes in a sound stream along a number of different dimensions can attract attention to the sound stream. However,
it remains unclear whether dimensional salience can attract attention
to speciﬁc acoustic dimensions within a sound stream, as revealed by
enhanced cortical tracking of acoustic dimensions with high versus low
salience.
Taken together, the studies reviewed above provide compelling evidence that salience and selective attention can enhance the neural representation of auditory objects. However, there has been less empirical work investigating whether diﬀerent acoustic dimensions within a
single auditory object can attract attention, even though dimensional
salience and dimension-selective attention play important roles in theoretical accounts of auditory categorization. One possible reason for this
may stem from the diﬃculty in ﬁnding a reliable measure of auditory
dimensional salience and dimension-selective attention. Therefore, our
aim was to establish a neural measure of auditory dimensional salience
and dimension-selective attention.
In two experiments, we used a frequency-tagging approach –
where changes in diﬀerent dimensions are tagged to ﬁxed rates (e.g.,
Ding et al., 2016; Nozaradan et al., 2011) – to investigate whether the
cortical tracking of acoustic dimensions is modulated by dimensional
salience (Experiment 1) and dimension-selective attention (Experiment
2). In each experiment, listeners heard sequences of synthesized complex tones that varied in pitch (fundamental frequency) and in spectral
peak frequency, each at a given ﬁxed rate. If attention can be directed
to speciﬁc acoustic dimensions, we would expect attention to elicit an
increase in cortical tracking at the frequency tagged to that dimension.
In contrast, if attention operates solely at the object level, we would
expect attention to enhance the cortical tracking of the entire auditory
object instead (leading to increased tracking at the baseline stimulus
presentation rate).
In Experiment 1, the salience of the pitch dimension was manipulated by altering the pitch step sizes (1 versus 2 semitones) between
blocks, while the step sizes of the spectral peak frequency remained
constant (2 semitones). Based on previous research showing that responses to pitch deviants vary as a function of step size (Berti et al.,
2004; Marois et al., 2018; Wetzel et al., 2016), we hypothesized that
cortical tracking would be modulated by increased salience along the
pitch dimension. Thus, we predicted that stronger cortical tracking at
the rate tagged to pitch changes would be observed in blocks with larger
pitch step sizes (2 semitones) compared to smaller pitch step sizes (1
semitone).
In Experiment 2, the tone sequences were identical across conditions,
while only the focus of attention varied. In two attention conditions, listeners either attended to variations in the pitch, or the spectral peak
frequency dimension, while ignoring variations in the other dimension.
In a third ‘neutral’ condition, listeners monitored for occasional quiet
tones. This condition was designed to test whether the eﬀects of attention were due to attentional enhancement of the attended dimension, or suppression of the unattended dimension. We predicted that
dimension-selective attention would result in enhanced cortical tracking of a dimension when it was attended, and potentially suppressed
cortical tracking of a dimension when it was unattended.
2. Experiment 1
2.1. Methods
2.1.1. Participants
We recruited and tested twenty-nine participants (14 female, 15
male) between the ages of 19–59 with no known hearing impairments
2
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Fig. 1. Spectrogram showing a cropped portion of a stimulus varying in pitch (blue line) and spectral peak. In this example, pitch step sizes are separated by 1
semitone (min = 100 Hz, max = 118.9 Hz) and spectral peak step sizes are separated by 2 semitones (min = 2040 Hz, max = 2885 Hz).

and no diagnosis of a language or learning disorder. Since our hypothesis for this experiment was directional (in that we predicted stronger
cortical tracking of pitch in the 2-semitone compared to 1-semitone condition), we conducted a post hoc power analysis using the pwr package
in R (Champely et al., 2020) for a one-tailed test of whether cortical
tracking was greater in the 2-semitone versus 1-semitone step size condition (one-tailed) assuming a medium eﬀect size (d = 0.5, 𝛼 = 0.05,
𝛽 = 0.8). A sample size of 27 provided suﬃcient power for this test.
Three participants were subsequently excluded. Two of the three
were excluded as a result of insuﬃcient EEG data, one due to excessive EEG artefacts resulting in the loss of over 50% of trials in multiple
conditions and another due to a technical error that resulted in the loss
of data from one condition. The third participant was excluded on the
basis of poor behavioral performance (< 10% hit rate and >100 false
alarms).
The ﬁnal sample consisted of 26 participants (12 female, 14 male)
with a mean age of 31.65 years (standard deviation = 10.06 years).
Native languages spoken by participants included English (19), Polish
(2), Greek (1), Japanese (1), Mandarin (1), Romanian (1), and Russian/Uzbek (1). Twelve participants reported receiving some form of
musical training, ranging from 3 to 20 years (mean = 10.96, standard
deviation = 5.60).
The Ethics Committee in the Department of Psychological Sciences at
Birkbeck, University of London approved all experimental procedures.
Informed consent was obtained from all participants. Participants were
compensated for their participation in the form of course credits, or
payment at a standard rate.

2040.00 Hz, 2289.82 Hz, 2570.24 Hz, 2884.99 Hz). The second stimulus space only diﬀered from the ﬁrst in that the fundamental frequencies
were separated by a single semitone (100 Hz, 105.94 Hz, 112.25 Hz,
118.92 Hz). Importantly, although the pitch step sizes varied, the mean
fundamental frequency of the two spaces was the same (109.28 Hz) .
These two sets of tones were concatenated without pause to form
4 Hz tone sequences (480 tones, 120 s). Crucially, pitch and spectral
peak changed at diﬀerent rates (1.33 Hz and 2 Hz). When pitch varied
at 2 Hz, spectral peak varied at 1.33 Hz. When pitch varied at 1.33 Hz,
spectral peak varied at 2 Hz (Fig. 1). These rates were chosen because
they fall within the range of frequencies observed in naturalistic speech.
While the 4-Hz tone presentation rate is consistent with the syllable
rate, the slower rates of dimensional change are consistent with acoustic
modulations at the phrasal and sentential levels (Ding et al., 2016).
The order of the tones within each sequence was pseudorandomized
such that tones had to change in pitch and spectral peak at the speciﬁed
rate, apart from 20 repeated segments that occurred within each dimension. These repetitions were instances in which the dimension did not
change at the expected rate. An example of a repetition would be if pitch
was typically changing every 2 tones (2 Hz), but at the repetition did
not change until after 4 tones. Repetitions were randomly inserted into
the sequence, with the condition that two repetitions could not occur
consecutively. The repetitions were included for comparability with Experiment 2 and are not directly relevant to Experiment 1; Experiment 1
participants were not alerted to their presence, and the repetitions were
task-irrelevant.
The participants’ explicit behavioral task was to respond to quiet
’oddball’ tones, where the amplitude of 3–4 randomly selected tones
was decreased by 25% (−12.0 dB, see below). Oddball timing was randomized in each sequence, with the exception that oddballs could not
occur in the ﬁrst or last 1.5 s of the sequence and could not occur consecutively. The same sequences were presented to all participants, but
with the order of conditions counterbalanced across participants.
This resulted in four conditions, each consisting of four sequences
that varied in a) pitch step size (1 semitone or 2 semitone diﬀerence between pitch steps) and b) dimension change rate (pitch at
1.33 Hz/spectral peak at 2 Hz, or pitch at 2 Hz/spectral peak at 1.33 Hz).
Stimulus presentation was blocked by condition, but with the order of
conditions counterbalanced across participants.
Stimuli were presented using PsychoPy3 (v 3.2.3) and the sound delivered via ER-3A insert earphones (Etymotic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL) at a level of 80 dB SPL.

2.1.2. Design
In this experiment, participants listened to isochronous sequences
of complex tones that varied in pitch and spectral peak frequency at
diﬀerent rates (see Fig. 1). The rates at which the pitch and spectral
peak changed were counterbalanced within participants to ensure that
any eﬀect of dimensional salience was not due to diﬀerences in cortical
tracking of diﬀerent presentation rates. Pitch salience was manipulated
by varying the pitch step sizes. This resulted in an experimental design
with two pitch step size conditions (1 versus 2 semitones) and two varying acoustic dimensions (pitch versus spectral peak).
2.1.3. Stimuli
The stimuli consisted of 250 ms complex tones (40 harmonics and a
15-ms linear on/oﬀ ramp) with a single spectral peak (Smith, 2007).
Two 2-dimensional stimulus spaces were created. In one, complex
tones with one of four fundamental frequencies (each separated by two
semitones, 91.13 Hz, 102.29 Hz, 114.82 Hz, 128.87 Hz) were modulated by one of four spectral peaks (again separated by two semitones,

2.1.4. Procedure
Prior to the EEG task, participants completed a short practice task
outside of the EEG booth. Here, they listened to two short sequences
3
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(48 s), each consisting of two oddball tones, and pressed the keyboard
space bar when they detected those tones. Participants received visual
feedback on their performance. If they failed to detect at least two of
the four quiet oddball tones, or if they had more than four false alarms
on the second sequence, the task was explained to them a second time
and they were asked to complete a second practice block on a diﬀerent
set of sequences. All participants were able to pass the practice task.
In the main EEG task, participants listened to each 120-second sequence and responded via a keyboard press when they detected the
oddball tones. This task was chosen to keep participants awake and alert
throughout the task without focusing attention on one of the two dimensions of interest. In contrast to the training, participants did not receive
visual feedback on their responses in this task.

sions. Therefore, the task was designed to be easy, and performance was
expected to be near ceiling. Nonetheless, the proportion of hits and false
alarms was calculated for the 2-semitone and 1-semitone pitch step size
conditions. The proportion of false alarms was deﬁned as the number of
responses that occurred outside of 1.25 s following an oddball, divided
by the total number of non-oddball tones occurring outside of the target
time windows. The proportion of hits and false alarms was converted
to d-prime for analysis, with the loglinear approach used to avoid inﬁnite scores (Hautus, 1995). Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (two-tailed) were
used to test for an eﬀect of pitch step size on performance. Eﬀect size
(r) was estimated by dividing the z-statistic by the square root of the
sample size (Fritz et al., 2012).
2.1.6.2. EEG data. We extracted data from the 9 channels with the maximum signal when averaged across all 4 conditions, the 2 frequencies
(1.33 Hz and 2 Hz) relevant for assessment of cortical tracking of stimulus dimensions, and all 26 participants. (Note that this choice of channels, which was based on collapsing across conditions, was orthogonal
to our analysis, which was a comparison between conditions.) This resulted in the same set of frontocentral channels for both amplitude and
ITPC (AF3, AF4, F3, F4, Fz, FC1, FC2, Cz, C3). The data were averaged
across these channels prior to statistical analysis. We then collapsed the
data across the two diﬀerent rates of dimension change to determine
the degree of cortical tracking of pitch and spectral peak dimensions.
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (two-tailed) were used to compare the eﬀect
of pitch step size on cortical tracking of pitch and spectral peak. False
Discovery Rate was used to correct for multiple comparisons using the
Benjamini and Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).
Eﬀect size (r) was estimated by dividing the z-statistic by the square
root of the sample size (Fritz et al., 2012). Processed data and stimuli
are available at: osf.io/c5s6u/.

2.1.5. EEG data acquisition and preprocessing
EEG data was recorded from 32 Ag-Cl active electrodes using a
BiosemiTM ActiveTwo system with electrodes positioned according to
the 10/20 montage. Data were recorded at a sampling rate of 16,384 Hz
and digitized with 24-bit resolution. Two external reference electrodes
were placed on the earlobes for oﬀ-line re-referencing. Impedance was
kept below 20 kΩ. Triggers marking the beginning of each trial (every
6 tones, or 1.5 s) were recorded from trigger pulses sent to the data
collection computer.
The data were down sampled to 512 Hz and re-referenced to the average of the earlobe reference electrodes. A low-pass zero-phase sixthorder Butterworth ﬁlter with a cutoﬀ of 30 Hz was applied. A high-pass
fourth-order zero-phase Butterworth ﬁlter with a cut-oﬀ of 0.5 Hz was
then applied and the data epoched (1.5-seconds for analysis of phase
and 30-seconds for analysis of signal amplitude) based on the recorded
trigger pulses. Independent component analysis (ICA) was conducted to
correct for eye blinks and horizontal eye movements. Components corresponding to eye blinks and movements were identiﬁed and removed
based on visual inspection of the time courses and topographies.
Two measures of cortical tracking were computed: inter-trial phase
coherence (ITPC) and signal amplitude. Both amplitude and ITPC provide complementary measures of cortical tracking. While analysis of
signal amplitude over large time windows (30 s) provides ﬁne-grained
frequency resolution, analysis of ITPC over short time windows (1.5 s)
allows for the exclusion of trials with excessive artifacts and behavioral
responses which could not be done for the amplitude data. For these
reasons, we report both measures.
Prior to calculation of ITPC, epochs containing artifacts exceeding
+/- 100 𝜇V were rejected. Additionally, trials in which participants
made a response were excluded. A Hanning-windowed fast Fourier
transform was then applied to each 1.5-second epoch. The complex vector at each frequency was converted to a unit vector and averaged across
trials. The length of the average vector provides a measure of ITPC,
which ranges from 0 (no phase consistency) to 1 (perfect phase consistency).
For analysis of signal amplitude, the 30 s epochs were averaged for
each condition and transformed into the frequency domain using a fast
Fourier transform. The resulting frequency spectrum represents the amplitude (in microvolts) at each frequency, with a frequency resolution
of 1/30 (0.033 Hz). The frequency spectrum was then normalized by
taking the diﬀerence between the amplitude at each frequency and the
mean amplitude of the four neighboring frequencies (Nozaradan et al.,
2011) to reduce the contribution of noise and other ongoing neural activity from the EEG signal.
All EEG data processing and analysis were carried out in Matlab (MathWorks, Inc) using the FieldTrip M/EEG analysis toolbox
(Oostenveld et al., 2011) in combination with in-house scripts.

2.2. Results
2.2.1. Behavioral
As expected, performance was near ceiling in both the small pitch
step size (median d-prime = 5.106) and large pitch step size (median dprime = 4.599) conditions. The diﬀerence between the two conditions
was statistically signiﬁcant (W = 24, z = −3.186 p = 0.002, r = 0.625).
The diﬀerence in behavioral performance was unexpected but could suggest that larger pitch step sizes are more distracting, resulting in worse
performance.
2.2.2. EEG
Fig. 2 displays cortical tracking across a range of frequencies
(Fig. 2A) and averaged across frequencies for each pitch step size condition (Fig. 2B). Peaks in amplitude are observed at the two rates of dimensional change (1.33 Hz and 2 Hz), their harmonics (e.g., 2.67 Hz),
and the tone presentation rate (4 Hz). Signal amplitude at the rate of
pitch change was larger in the 2-semitone versus 1-semitone pitch step
size condition (W = 300, z = 3.162, p(corrected) = 0.002, r = 0.620). At the
rate of spectral peak change, there was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in amplitude between 2-semitone and 1-semitone pitch step size conditions
(W = 148, z = −0.689, p(corrected) = 0.499, r = 0.137). In fact, there
was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in amplitude at the rate of pitch compared to spectral peak change in the 1-semitone condition (W = 199,
z = 0.597, p(corrected) = 0.565, r = 0.117). In contrast, in the 2-semitone
condition, amplitude was signiﬁcantly larger at the rate of pitch compared to spectral peak change (W = 326, z = 3.820, p(corrected) < 0.001,
r = 0.749).
As shown in Fig. 3, similar eﬀects were observed for ITPC. At the rate
of pitch change, ITPC was larger for 2-semitone compared to 1-semitone
pitch step size conditions (W = 286, z = 2.806, p(corrected) = 0.008,
r = 0.550). No signiﬁcant diﬀerence in ITPC between 2-semitone and
1-semitone pitch step size conditions was observed at the rate of spec-

2.1.6. Data analysis
2.1.6.1. Behavioral data. The primary purpose of the behavioral task
was to keep participants alert throughout the presentation of the stimuli, without having them explicitly attend to either of the two dimen4
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Fig. 2. (A) Median EEG signal amplitude across a range of frequencies
(0.5 Hz – 5 Hz) for 2 semitone (red) and 1 semitone (blue) pitch step size
conditions at each of the dimension change rates. (B) Amplitude at the
frequencies corresponding to variations in the pitch (left) and spectral peak
(right) dimensions for each pitch step size (x-axis) across the frontocentral
channels selected for analysis. Individual participant data are represented
by light red/blue lines and the median is represented by the dark red/blue
lines. Topographical plots below the x axis with the channels selected for
analysis ﬁlled in black.

tral peak change (W = 109, z = −1.689, p(corrected) = 0.094, r = 0.331).
When comparing pitch versus spectral tracking in the 1-semitone and 2semitone conditions, there was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in ITPC in the
1-semitone condition (W = 178, z = 0.064, p(corrected) = 0.960, r = 0.012).
In the 2-semitone condition, ITPC at the rate of pitch change was larger

compared to the rate of spectral peak change (W = 315, z = 3.540,
p(corrected) < 0.001, r = 0.694).
In summary, we observed enhanced pitch tracking for larger (2semitones) compared to smaller (1-semitone) pitch step sizes. In contrast, spectral peak tracking was unaﬀected by pitch step size.

5
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Fig. 3. (A) Median ITPC across a range of frequencies (0.5 Hz – 5 Hz) for 2
semitone (red) and 1 semitone (blue) pitch step size conditions at each of
the dimension change rates. (B) ITPC at the frequencies corresponding to
variations in the pitch (left) and spectral peak (right) dimensions for each
pitch step size (x-axis) across the frontocentral channels selected for analysis. Individual participant data are represented by light red/blue lines and
the median is represented by the dark red/blue lines. Topographic plots
for each condition are displayed below the x-axis with selected channels
ﬁlled in black.

3. Experiment 2

80% power to detect a medium eﬀect size (d = 0.5) between conditions. Of these participants, 6 failed to reach the performance threshold
required to pass the training. The ﬁnal sample consisted of 21 participants (7 female, 14 male) between the ages of 17–52 (mean age = 34.71,
standard deviation = 8.71) with no known hearing impairments and no
language or learning disorders. Native languages spoken by participants
included English (12), Italian (4), Arabic (1), Croatian (1), German (1),

3.1. Methods
3.1.1. Participants
Twenty-seven participants between the ages of 17–52 took part in
the behavioral training tasks. This sample size was suﬃcient to provide
6
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Hungarian (1), and Portuguese (1). Due to the challenging nature of the
task, we primarily recruited individuals with musical training. Nineteen
participants reported receiving some form of musical training, with the
number of years of musical training ranging between 4 and 20 years
(mean = 13.48, standard deviation = 4.87). This ﬁnal sample size was
suﬃcient to supply 71.5% power to detect a medium eﬀect size. No further participants were excluded on the basis of behavioral or EEG data.
The Ethics Committee in the Department of Psychological Sciences at
Birkbeck, University of London approved all experimental procedures.
Informed consent was obtained from all participants. Participants were
compensated for their participation in the form of course credits or payment at a standard rate.

mediately preceding or following a repetition. Six conditions were created by crossing attention condition (pitch, spectral peak, neutral) with
dimension change rate (pitch and spectral peak): attend pitch (pitch at
1.33 Hz/spectral peak at 2 Hz), attend pitch (pitch at 2 Hz/spectral peak
at 1.33 Hz), attend spectral (pitch at 1.33 Hz/spectral peak at 2 Hz), attend spectral (pitch at 2 Hz/spectral peak at 1.33 Hz), neutral (pitch at
1.33 Hz/spectral peak at 2 Hz), and neutral (pitch at 2 Hz, spectral peak
at 1.33 Hz). Five tone sequences were generated for each condition.
3.1.3.2. EEG stimuli. The characteristics of the stimuli for the main EEG
task were identical to those of the small pitch step size condition of Experiment 1. As with Experiment 1, the 250 ms tones were concatenated
into 120 s sequences with pitch and spectral peak dimensions varying
at diﬀerent rates (1.33 Hz or 2 Hz). Twenty repetitions (instances in
which the dimension did not change at the expected rate) were inserted
into each sequence; these were task-relevant for the pitch and spectral
attention conditions. Additionally, 3–4 randomly selected tones were
decreased in volume by −12 dB; as previously, these were task-relevant
in the neutral conditions. The locations of the quiet oddball tones were
pseudorandomly selected, with the exceptions that the oddball tones
could not occur in the ﬁrst or last 1.5 s of each sequence, nor could
they occur during or immediately before or after a repetition. For this
experiment we also increased the minimum temporal interval between
successive oddball tones such that there needed to be at least 6 standardamplitude tones between successive oddball tones.
As with the dimension-selective training stimuli, six conditions were
created by crossing attention condition (pitch, spectral peak, neutral) with dimension change rate (pitch and spectral peak): attend
pitch (pitch at 1.33 Hz/spectral peak at 2 Hz), attend pitch (pitch at
2 Hz/spectral peak at 1.33 Hz), attend spectral (pitch at 1.33 Hz/spectral
peak at 2 Hz), attend spectral (pitch at 2 Hz/spectral peak at 1.33 Hz),
neutral (pitch at 1.33 Hz/spectral peak at 2 Hz), and neutral (pitch at
2 Hz, spectral peak at 1.33 Hz). Each of the six conditions consisted of
four sequences of tones. Stimulus presentation was blocked by condition, with the order of conditions counterbalanced across participants.

3.1.2. Design
This experiment consisted of two phases: behavioral training and
EEG testing. The behavioral training consisted of two tasks. The single dimension training task involved attending to variations in one dimension while the other dimension remained constant. The dimensionselective attention training task involved attending to one dimension
while ignoring variations in the other dimension. In the EEG testing phase, participants completed a longer version of the dimensionselective attention task while EEG was recorded. In each task, there
were three attention conditions: attend pitch, attend spectral peak, and
a ‘neutral’ attention condition where participants performed the amplitude oddball detection task of Experiment 1, e.g., detecting occasional
oddball tones that were reduced in amplitude relative to the other tones
in the sequence. The rates of pitch and spectral peak change were counterbalanced within participants to ensure that any eﬀect of attention was
not due to diﬀerences in cortical tracking of diﬀerent presentation rates.
This resulted in an experimental design with three attention conditions
(attend pitch, attend spectral peak, neutral) and, for neural measures,
two phase-locked dimensions (pitch and spectral peak).
3.1.3. Stimuli
The results from Experiment 1 suggested that the salience of the pitch
and spectral peak dimensions was relatively balanced, on average, in
the 1-semitone pitch step size condition. Therefore, in this experiment,
we used pitch step sizes of 1 semitone (100 Hz, 105.94 Hz, 112.25 Hz,
118.92 Hz) while the spectral peak step sizes varied by 2 semitones
(2040.00 Hz, 2289.82 Hz, 2570.24 Hz, 2884.99 Hz).

3.1.4. Procedure
3.1.4.1. Behavioral training. Prior to the EEG task, participants completed two short behavioral training exercises outside of the EEG booth.
In the ﬁrst training exercise, participants listened to shortened sequences
(48 s) in which only a single dimension varied. First, participants were
familiarized with the two dimensions. The pitch dimension was described to participants as how ‘high or low’ the sound was. The spectral
peak dimension was described to participants as ‘brightness’. Participants were provided examples of the variations in each dimension that
they could listen to multiple times before progressing to the task. For
attend pitch and spectral peak conditions, participants were told which
dimension to attend to, and how often that dimension would change.
Their task was to press a button to respond when they detected repetitions in the attended dimension. In the neutral condition, participants
were instructed to listen out for and respond to occasional quiet tones.
Participants received feedback on their performance. Participant’s total
score was displayed on the screen, with +1 point for every correct detection and −1 for every false alarm. For the attend pitch and spectral
peak conditions, if participants received a total score of < 7/8, they received another training block for that condition. If participants met or
exceeded the threshold, they moved onto the next condition. For the
neutral condition, if participants missed more than one quiet tone (out
of two) or had more than one false alarm, they received another block
of training on that condition.
In the second training exercise, participants listened to shortened sequences (48 s) in which both pitch and spectral peak dimensions changed
at diﬀerent rates. Quiet tones were also embedded in these training sequences. Prior to each sequence, participants were told which dimension to attend to, and how often that dimension would change. The task
was the same as the single-dimension training, except that participants

3.1.3.1. Training stimuli. For the single dimension training, we created
48-second sequences in which only one dimension varied while the
other dimension remained constant. In the attend pitch condition, the
spectral peak was constant at 2040 Hz while F0 varied at either 1.33 Hz
or 2 Hz. In the attend spectral peak condition, F0 was constant at 100 Hz
while only the spectral peak varied every two (2 Hz) or three (1.33 Hz)
tones. Eight repetitions, or instances in which the attended dimension
did not change at the expected rate, were inserted into each sequence.
In the ‘neutral’ attention condition, F0 was held constant at 100 Hz and
spectral peak at 2040 Hz. In this condition only, two randomly selected
tones were reduced in amplitude by −12 dB. This resulted in ﬁve conditions: attend pitch (pitch varying at 1.33 Hz), attend pitch (pitch varying
at 2 Hz), attend spectral peak (spectral peak varying at 1.33 Hz), attend
spectral peak (spectral peak varying at 2 Hz), and neutral attention (amplitude oddball detection). Five tone sequences were generated for each
condition.
For the dimension-selective attention training, 48-second sequences
were created in which the two dimensions varied at diﬀerent rates.
In half of the sequences, pitch varied at 2 Hz and spectral peak varied at 1.33 Hz; in the other half of the sequences, spectral peak varied at 2 Hz and pitch at 1.33 Hz. Eight repetitions along each dimension were inserted into each training sequence. In addition, 3–4 tones
were decreased in amplitude by −12 dB in all sequences. The tones that
were decreased in amplitude were randomly selected, with the exception that they could not occur during a repetition, or at the tone im7
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also had to ignore changes in the unattended dimension. Participants
received visual feedback on their performance identical to that in the
single dimension training. Participant’s total score was displayed on the
screen, with +1 point for every correct detection and −1 for every false
alarm. For the attend pitch and spectral peak conditions, if participants
received a total score of < 6/8, they received another training block
for that condition. If participants met or exceeded the threshold, they
moved onto the next condition. For the neutral condition, if participants
missed more than one quiet tone (out of three or four) or had more than
one false alarm, they received a second block of training on that condition.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, in-lab testing was suspended partway through the experiment. When testing could safely be resumed, the
behavioral training tasks were moved from in-lab to online to minimize
the amount of time during which the participants and researchers had
to interact in the lab. Minor variations existed between the in-lab and
online training and are described in the Supplementary Materials.

C3). The data were averaged across channels prior to statistical analysis. We then collapsed the data across the two diﬀerent dimension
change rates to determine the degree of cortical tracking of pitch and
spectral peak dimensions in each attention condition. Wilcoxon signedrank tests were used to compare pitch and spectral peak tracking across
the diﬀerent attention conditions (attend pitch, attend spectral peak,
neutral). False Discovery Rate was used to correct for multiple comparisons using the Benjamini and Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and
Hochberg, 1995). Eﬀect size (r) was estimated by dividing the z-statistic
by the square root of the sample size (Fritz et al., 2012). Processed data
and stimuli are available at: osf.io/c5s6u/.
3.2. Results
3.2.1. Behavioral
3.2.1.1. Training. In the single dimension training, participants who
passed the training required between 1 and 5 blocks of training to
reach the performance threshold. Hit rate ranged from 0.63 to 1.0 (median = 1.0) in the attend spectral peak condition and 0.81–1.00 (median = 1.0) in the attend pitch condition. The number of false alarms
ranged from 0 to 5 (median = 0) in the attend spectral peak condition
and 0–2 (median = 0) in the attend pitch condition.1 In the neutral condition, hit rate was at ceiling (1.0) for all participants with between 0
and 1 (median = 0) false alarms. In the dimension-selective attention
training, hit rate ranged from 0.75 to 1.0 (median = 0.94) in the attend
spectral peak condition and 0.86–1.0 (median = 0.94) in the attend pitch
condition. The number of false alarms in both conditions ranged from 0
to 3 (median = 1). In the neutral condition, hit rate was at ceiling (1.0)
for all participants with between 0 and 1 false alarms (median = 0).
No signiﬁcant diﬀerences were observed between attend pitch and attend spectral peak conditions on either task (p > 0.05). These data show
that participants understood the task instructions and could selectively
attend to the diﬀerent acoustic dimensions.

3.1.4.2. EEG testing. In the main EEG task, participants listened to 120second sequences in which both pitch and spectral peak dimensions varied. There were 6 conditions (2 dimensional change rates x 3 attended
dimensions). Stimulus presentation was blocked by attended dimension
to minimize switching costs, with the order counterbalanced across participants. At the start of each block, participants were instructed to detect repetitions in the attended dimension (attend pitch and spectral
peak conditions) or to detect the quiet tones. In the attend pitch and
attend spectral blocks only, participants were also told how often they
could expect the attended dimension to vary. For example, in an attend pitch block in which pitch varied at 2 Hz, participants would hear
the instructions: “In this block, your task is to attend to pitch, which
will change every 2 sounds. Press the trigger button when you hear a
repetition in pitch.” In contrast to the training, no visual feedback was
provided. Participants made their responses by pressing the trigger on
an Xbox One game controller. Stimuli were presented using PsychoPy3
(v 3.2.3) and the sound delivered via ER-3A insert earphones (Etymotic
Research, Elk Grove Village, IL) at a level of 80 dB SPL. Each block lasted
between 8 and 10 min. In between each sequence, participants had the
option of taking a short self-paced break. The total duration of the EEG
task was approximately 1 h.

3.2.1.2. EEG task. Fig. 4 shows task performance (d-prime) in attend
pitch and attend spectral peak conditions. There was no signiﬁcant difference in performance between the two conditions (W = 162, z = 1.62,
p = 0.111, r = 0.354), suggesting that task diﬃculty was matched across
the attend pitch (median d-prime = 3.216) and attend spectral peak (median d-prime = 2.914) tasks. In the neutral condition, performance was
high (median d-prime = 4.857), comparable to the behavioral performance observed in Experiment 1.

3.1.5. Data acquisition and analysis
EEG data acquisition and preprocessing procedures were identical to
those of Experiment 1.

3.2.2. EEG
Fig. 5 displays cortical tracking (amplitude) across a range of frequencies (Fig. 5A) and averaged across frequencies for each attention
condition (Fig. 5B). Signal amplitude at the rate of pitch change was
larger in the attend pitch compared to the attend spectral peak condition (W = 188, z = 2.520, p(corrected) = 0.017, r = 0.550), as well as in
the attend pitch compared to neutral condition (W = 208, z = 3.215,
p(corrected) = 0.004, r = 0.702). There was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in
amplitude at the rate of pitch change between attend spectral peak and
neutral conditions (W = 162, z = 1.616, p(corrected) = 0.133, r = 0.353). At
the rate of spectral peak change, amplitude was larger in the attend spectral peak compared to the attend pitch condition (W = 187, z = 2.485,
p(corrected) = 0.017, r = 0.542), and in the attend spectral peak compared
to neutral condition (W = 199, z = 2.902, p(corrected) = 0.007, r = 0.633).
There was no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in amplitude at the rate of spectral
peak change between attend pitch and neutral conditions (W = 123,
z = 0.261, p(corrected) = 0.812, r = 0.057).
A similar overall pattern was observed for ITPC (Fig. 6). At the
rate of pitch change, ITPC was marginally larger in the attend pitch

3.1.5.1. Behavioral. In the attend pitch and attend spectral peak conditions the proportion of hits and false alarms was calculated for each
attention condition. Hit rate was deﬁned as responses occurring within
1.25 s following a repetition divided by the total number of repetitions.
False alarm rate deﬁned as the number of responses occurring outside of
the 1.25 s target window, divided by the total number of non-repetitions
(instances where the dimension changed at the expected rate). In the
neutral condition, the proportion of hits and false alarms was computed
in the same manner as in Experiment 1. All scores were converted to
d-prime for analysis with the loglinear approach used to avoid inﬁnite
values (Hautus, 1995). Statistical analysis was conducted separately for
the dimension-selective attention (attend pitch, attend spectral peak)
and amplitude oddball detection tasks since behavioral performance on
the two tasks was not directly comparable. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test
was used to compare performance in the attend pitch and attend spectral
peak conditions, with False Discovery Rate used to correct for multiple
comparisons via the Benjamini and Hochberg procedure (Benjamini and
Hochberg, 1995). Eﬀect size (r) was estimated by dividing the z-statistic
by the square root of the sample size (Fritz et al., 2012).

1
One participant who failed to reach the performance threshold in the single
dimension training but went on to reach the threshold in the dimension-selective
attention training was included in this experiment.

3.1.5.2. EEG. Signal amplitude was extracted over the 9 frontocentral
channels identiﬁed in Experiment 1 (AF3, AF4, F3, F4, Fz, FC1, FC2, Cz,
8
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Fig. 4. Behavioral performance (d-prime) in the attend pitch and attend spectral peak conditions with lines connecting the data from individual subjects (A) and in
the neutral condition (B). Note that the data from the attention tasks and the neutral tasks are plotted separately because the neutral task diﬀered in the number
of potential hits and false alarms. For each boxplot, the box represents the middle 50% of d-prime scores (Q1, median, Q3) and whiskers extend to the highest and
lowest values within 1.5 times the inter-quartile range.

compared to the attend spectral peak condition (W = 176, z = 2.103,
p(corrected) = 0.053, r = 0.459), as well as in the attend pitch compared to
neutral condition (W = 202, z = 3.007, p(corrected) = 0.005, r = 0.656). The
diﬀerence in ITPC between attend spectral peak and neutral conditions
was not signiﬁcant (W = 172, z = 1.954, p(corrected) = 0.06, r = 0.428).
At the rate of spectral peak change, ITPC was larger in the attend spectral peak compared to the attend pitch condition (W = 185, z = 2.416,
p(corrected) = 0.028, r = 0.523), and in the attend spectral peak compared
to neutral condition (W = 212, z = 3.354, p(corrected) = 0.002, r = 0.732).
The diﬀerence in ITPC at the rate of spectral peak change between attend
pitch and neutral conditions was non-signiﬁcant (W = 166, z = 1.755,
p(corrected) = 0.082, r = 0.383).
In summary, for both pitch and spectral peak dimensions, we observed that attention enhanced cortical tracking of the attended dimension. However, there was no evidence that the unattended dimension
was suppressed relative to the neutral attention condition.

relations (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). In the attend pitch condition, the neural attention eﬀect was measured by taking the diﬀerence
in pitch tracking between conditions in which pitch was attended (attend pitch) and unattended (collapsed across attend spectral peak and
neutral conditions). In the attend spectral peak condition, the neural attention eﬀect was measured by taking the diﬀerence in spectral peak
tracking between conditions in which spectral peak was attended (attend spectral peak) and unattended (collapsed across attend pitch and
neutral conditions).
These analyses did not show any signiﬁcant relationship between d and cortical tracking in either the attend pitch condition
(ITPC: rho = 0.348, p(corrected) = 0.244; amplitude: rho = 0.392,
p(corrected) = 0.244) or attend spectral peak condition (ITPC: rho = 0.166,
p(corrected) = 0.629; amplitude: rho = 0.104, p(corrected) = 0.654).
3.2.3.2. Relationship with musical training. In this experiment, we predominantly recruited participants who received musical training. This
provided the opportunity to conduct exploratory analyses to test
whether there was a relationship between dimension-selective attention
and years of musical training.
As shown in Fig. 7, there was a signiﬁcant positive correlation
between musical training and d-prime in the attend pitch condition
(rho = 0.55, p(corrected) = 0.013) and attend spectral peak condition
(rho = 0.53, p(corrected) = 0.013).
To explore whether this relationship with musical training was observed in the neural data, we correlated years of musical training with
the attention eﬀect in attend pitch and attend spectral peak conditions. Results showed a signiﬁcant correlation between years of musical training and the ITPC attention eﬀect for pitch (rho = 0.589,

3.2.3. Correlational analyses
Although this study was not explicitly designed to test for individual
diﬀerences, we conducted exploratory correlational analyses to examine
the relationship between behavioral performance, cortical tracking, and
musical training to provide potential directions for future studies using
this paradigm.
3.2.3.1. Relationship between behavioral and EEG data. To determine
whether there was a relationship between behavioral performance and
cortical tracking, we tested for a correlation between d-prime and the
size of the attention eﬀect in attend pitch and spectral peak conditions.
Spearman’s correlations were used with FDR correction for multiple cor9
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Fig. 5. (A) Median EEG signal amplitude across a
range of frequencies (0.5 Hz – 5 Hz) in the attend
pitch (red), attend spectral peak (blue) and neutral (green) conditions at each of the two dimension
change rates. (B) Amplitude at the frequencies corresponding to variations in the pitch (left) and spectral
peak (right) dimensions for each attention condition
across the frontocentral channels selected for analysis. Individual participant data are represented by
light red/blue lines and the median is represented by
the dark red/blue lines. Topographical plots are displayed below the x axis, with the selected channels
ﬁlled in black.

4. Discussion

p(corrected) = 0.020). However, the correlation between years of musical training and the amplitude eﬀect for pitch was not signiﬁcant for
amplitude (rho = 0.413, p(corrected) = 0.125). There was no signiﬁcant
correlation between years of musical training and the attention eﬀect
for spectral peak with either ITPC (rho = −0.044, p(corrected) = 0.848) or
amplitude (rho = −0.099, p(corrected) = 0.848).

4.1. Main ﬁndings
Here we demonstrate that neural tracking of acoustic dimensions
can be modulated by both bottom-up salience and top-down atten-

10
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Fig. 6. (A) Median ITPC across a range of frequencies
(0.5 Hz – 5 Hz) in the attend pitch (red), attend spectral peak (blue) and neutral (green) conditions at each
of the two dimensions change rates. (B) ITPC at the
frequencies corresponding to variations in the pitch
(left) and spectral peak (right) dimensions for each
attention condition across the frontocentral channels
selected for analysis. Individual participant data are
represented by light red/blue lines and the median is
represented by the dark red/blue lines. Topographical
plots are displayed below the x axis, with the selected
channels ﬁlled in black.

tion. In two experiments, listeners heard single sound streams that
varied in pitch and spectral peak frequency at ﬁxed rates. Consistent with our hypotheses, both dimensional salience and dimensionselective attention modulated cortical tracking. Speciﬁcally, Experiment
1 showed stronger cortical tracking of pitch changes for tone sequences
with high pitch salience (2-semitone pitch step sizes) compared to low
pitch salience (1-semitone pitch step sizes). By contrast, relative pitch

salience did not aﬀect cortical tracking of simultaneously occurring
changes in a diﬀerent dimension, spectral peak frequency. In Experiment 2, we found stronger cortical tracking of attended compared to
unattended dimensions, suggesting that selective attention can be directed to auditory dimensions. These ﬁndings show that attention can
be directed to individual acoustic dimensions within a single auditory
stream.
11
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Fig. 7. Relationship between years of musical training and d-prime on the dimension-selective attention task in attend pitch (A) and attend spectral peak (B)
conditions. The correlation between years of musical training and d-prime was signiﬁcant in the attend pitch condition, suggesting that individuals with more
musical training were better at selectively attending to both acoustic dimensions.

4.2. Dimensional salience

prior work has shown that attention can be directed to particular values along a dimension, such as high versus low frequencies (Dick et al.,
2017) or particular points in time (Lange et al., 2003; Sanders and Astheimer, 2008), our ﬁndings show that attention can be directed to a
dimension more globally, enhancing its neural representation across a
broad range while leaving unaltered representations of other dimensions within the same object. Given that perceptual classiﬁcation requires assessment of variability along multiple acoustic dimensions, including classiﬁcation of speech (Toscano and McMurray, 2010), music
(Prince, 2014), and environmental sounds (Lutﬁ and Liu, 2007), the
ability to attend to a particular dimension may allow the listener to dynamically modulate the relative perceptual weights of the various features of an auditory object, prioritizing those features which are most
informative for the task at hand.
In this respect, our results are broadly consistent with feature-based
accounts of attention, which suggest that individuals can use features
during the object-selection stage (Saenz et al., 2002); however, our results suggest that the role of auditory features is not just to guide attention to objects, but that features within an auditory stream can themselves be the target of auditory selective attention. Our study was not
speciﬁcally designed to test object- versus feature-based accounts in the
auditory domain, but future studies could adapt this paradigm to test
speciﬁc predictions of object- and feature-based accounts. For instance,
feature-based accounts predict that attention to a given dimension
should enhance the processing of that dimension even for task-irrelevant
objects, as has been observed in the visual domain (Adamian et al.,
2020; Boehler et al., 2011; Chapman and Störmer, 2021; Saenz et al.,
2002). Object-based accounts, on the other hand, predict that attention to a given dimension should enhance the processing of the unattended dimension within the same sound stream (Ernst et al., 2013;
O’Craven et al., 1999). To test these predictions, future studies might
use two multidimensional acoustic streams and instruct listeners to attend to a given dimension within one of the two streams. Enhanced
cortical tracking of the attended dimension in the unattended stream
would provide support for feature-based accounts while enhanced cortical tracking of both dimensions within a single stream would provide
support for object-based accounts.

We ﬁnd that dimensional salience can modulate neural tracking of
dimensions: changes in pitch step size elicited stronger neural tracking
of pitch variations, while neural tracking of spectral shape was unaffected. This ﬁnding builds on prior behavioral work showing that taskirrelevant variations in pitch can interfere with perception of timbre,
and vice versa (Allen and Oxenham, 2014; Caruso and Balaban, 2014),
suggesting that dimensions can compete with one another for attention,
even when participants listen to a single auditory stream. Prior work
has also shown that large changes in stimulus characteristics can capture attention to auditory streams (Berti et al., 2004; Escera et al., 1998;
Marois et al., 2018; Siddle et al., 1984), with the size of pupil dilation
responses (Marois et al., 2018; Wetzel et al., 2016) and ERP responses
(Berti et al., 2004; Rinne et al., 2006; Schröger, 1996) varying in proportion to pitch step size. Similarly, in a recent frequency-tagging study,
Kaya et al. (2020) observed an increase in power and cross-trial coherence in response to deviant tones with high (+6 semitones) compared to
low (+2 semitone) pitch changes. Here we show that bottom-up stimulus features can guide attention even more precisely, directing listeners
to focus on speciﬁc features within a single auditory stream. An advantage of our paradigm is that it does not necessarily require behavioral
responses or deviant changes in an acoustic dimension to measure dimensional salience, but rather measures salience across entire recording blocks. Future work could make use of this measure to investigate
factors driving dimensional salience within or between-subjects. For instance, this measure could be used to explore diﬀerences in dimensional
salience that occur between speakers of diﬀerent languages, such as
pitch contour for speakers of tone languages versus non-tone languages.
4.3. Dimension-selective attention
In addition to being modulated by dimensional salience, cortical
tracking was also enhanced by dimension-selective attention. Thus, topdown attention can modulate the cortical tracking of not just auditory
objects (Elhilali et al., 2005; Huang and Elhilali, 2020; Kaya et al.,
2020), but also acoustic dimensions within a single object. Although
12
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4.4. Applications to speech and music

quency tagged to the unattended dimension. Nonetheless, future work
could remove any potential contribution of task demands by matching
the diﬃculty of the neutral and dimension-selective attention tasks. Alternatively, the unattended dimension may not have represented a distraction in the current task, thus resulting in the absence of suppression.
The current experimental design also does not allow us to rule out the
possibility of automatic distractor suppression (Schneider et al., 2020).
However, the results of the present study suggest that the eﬀects of attention on cortical tracking may be driven by enhanced gain of the attended
dimension rather than active suppression of the unattended dimension.
While our results show that attention can be directed to pitch and
spectral peak, it remains to be investigated in future work whether these
results generalize to other acoustic dimensions. Another potential limitation to the current study stems from the diﬃculty of the dimensionselective attention task. Behavioral results show that participants can
selectively attend to pitch and spectral peak dimensions, with performance at above chance levels. However, dimension-selective attention
appears to be a diﬃcult task for many individuals. Of our initial sample
of 27 participants, 6 failed to reach the required performance threshold
on the training tasks. For this reason, we predominantly recruited individuals with musical training backgrounds. Therefore, future research
will be needed to determine the extent to which these eﬀects generalize
to the general population. This could be achieved by a) increasing the
amount of training provided and/or b) decreasing the diﬃculty of the
task by slowing the rate of tone presentation and decreasing the number
of levels of each dimension.

The paradigms used in this study can be adapted to test speciﬁc predictions made by theoretical accounts of auditory categorization. For instance, attentional accounts of cue weighting suggest that listeners selectively attend to acoustic dimensions that are most diagnostic of category
identity (Francis et al., 2000; Francis and Nusbaum, 2002; Holt et al.,
2018). To test the role of dimension-selective attention in cue weighting, future studies could train participants to learn novel categories that
diﬀer along two orthogonal acoustic dimensions that vary in informativeness (e.g., Holt and Lotto, 2006). If dimensions that are diagnostic
of category identity attract attention, we would expect increased cortical tracking of the acoustic dimensions following category learning,
with greater tracking of more informative compared to less informative
dimensions. Future research using this paradigm can also be used to
explore whether attention is involved in the ability to adapt to shortterm changes in the distribution of acoustic cues in speech. Prior work
has shown that when the typical relationship between two orthogonal
dimensions is reversed, listeners down-weight the secondary (less informative) dimension (e.g., Idemaru and Holt, 2011, 2014). If attention is
involved, we would expect a decrease in the cortical tracking of the secondary dimension in response to short-term changes in cue distribution.
This paradigm could also be used to compare dimension-selective
attention ability across diﬀerent populations, such as individuals with
and without musical training. In Experiment 2, we predominantly recruited participants who received musical training because of the difﬁculty of the task. This allowed us to test whether there was a relationship between years of musical training and dimension-selective
attention. Musical training was associated with improved behavioral
dimension-selective attention performance for both pitch and spectral
peak dimensions. That this eﬀect was not observed consistently in the
neural data may have been due to lack of power, as this study was not
explicitly designed to test for an eﬀect of musicianship. Nonetheless,
the behavioral eﬀect suggests that musical training may be associated
with robust dimension-selective attention. Evidence from previous research suggests that musical training is associated with less informational masking during tone detection (Oxenham et al., 2003), improved
nonverbal auditory selective attention (Tierney et al., 2020), and better speech-in-speech perception in some studies (Clayton et al., 2016;
Du and Zatorre, 2017; Parbery-Clark et al., 2009; Slater and Kraus, 2016;
Zendel and Alain, 2012; but see Boebinger et al., 2015; Fuller et al.,
2014; Ruggles et al., 2014). Our results provide an initial indication
that this musician advantage might extend to dimension-selective attention. This paradigm could be used to further explore the relationship
between musical training and dimension-selective attention. For example, future studies could compare trained musicians to non-musicians,
or potentially compare cortical tracking of variations in pitch salience in
musicians who specialize in melodic instruments versus percussionists.

4.6. Individual variability
The variability in dimension-selective attention performance across
individuals raises the question of whether and how dimension-selective
attention can be trained. Previous research has shown that relatively short-term training can improve speech perception in noise
(Whitton et al., 2014, 2017) and enhance electrophysiological indices
of auditory spatial attention (Isbell et al., 2017; Stevens et al., 2008,
2013). Even two hours of training can boost behavioral and neural measures of auditory selective attention (Laﬀere et al., 2020). If training
can improve object-based auditory attention, then it may be possible to
train dimension-selective attention as well. Indirect support for this idea
comes from studies showing that categorization training can alter the
weight listeners place on diﬀerent acoustic cues (Chandrasekaran et al.,
2010; Francis et al., 2000, 2008). The paradigm used in the current study
could provide a more direct measure of training-induced changes in
dimension-selective attention. If training can boost dimension-selective
attention, it could be used to help improve second-language learning by
facilitating attention to acoustic dimensions relevant for categorization.
We also observed large individual diﬀerences in neural measures of
dimensional salience and dimension-selective attention, consistent with
previous studies showing large individual diﬀerences in object-based
attention (Choi et al., 2014; Laﬀere et al., 2020; Ruggles and ShinnCunningham, 2011; Tierney et al., 2020). There are multiple potential
factors that may contribute to these individual diﬀerences. On the one
hand, individual diﬀerences in cortical tracking of a particular dimension may reﬂect variability in the precision with which that dimension is
encoded by the auditory system. In this case, we would predict individuals who have more diﬃculty encoding a particular dimension (e.g., individuals with congenital amusia who have diﬃculty processing pitch)
to show less passive cortical tracking of that dimension and potentially
be less sensitive to variations in the salience of that dimension. On the
other hand, variability in executive function or attentional control may
contribute to diﬀerences in cortical tracking of attended dimensions.
Since there is little research explicitly investigating dimension-selective
attention, it is unclear whether and how this type of attention relates to
other forms of auditory attention (e.g., object-based attention) as well as
other executive functions. Understanding how these sensory and cognitive factors contribute to individual diﬀerences in dimensional salience

4.5. Limitations and caveats
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and dimension-selective attention, and in turn, how these individual differences relate to auditory perception in natural listening environments
remains a key topic for future research.
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4.7. Conclusions
In conclusion, we provide evidence that dimensional salience and
dimension-selective attention modulate cortical tracking, with greater
tracking of salient and attended dimensions. This study oﬀers a
paradigm that can be used to explore the eﬀects of dimensional salience
and dimension-selective attention across multiple acoustic domains.
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